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1. Hard work should be valued. Whether it be the hard work of your family or your own 
personal effort, working hard should be valued, not penalized by having more of your 
output taken away to support those who do not work as hard. Society should not 
disincentivize hard work and the rewards from it. 

2. It’s not fair. It is not the duty of those who are rich to support the rest of society. The 
government taxes the rich heavily in order to lessen the gap between the rich and poor, 
in other words, to promote equality, but you cannot obtain equality through unequal 
means. We should instead be all taxed equally and provide equal access to the things 
which everyone needs to be successful. 

3. Anyone can become rich. There are always opportunities to better your life with hard 
work. There are millions of stories of people leaving the inner city, immigrants 
dramatically changing their lives, and those who at their worst, came out on top with 
nothing more than hard work. In America everyone is offered the opportunity for 
prosperity and success. 

4. Drives innovation. Throughout history, the rich have pooled together excess cash flows 
to invest in endeavors that benefit/drive human society forward. It is only because of 
heavy investments in shipping, and air transportation that we have such an 
interconnected world today - filled with all the luxuries that one can enjoy. Now, if these 
cash flows are instead taxed and distributed to non productive members of society, 
innovation would halt. Imagine taking money away from icons such as Elon musk; no 
solar roofs, no American shipments to the ISS, no affordable electric sedans.  

5. The rich create jobs. If the rich are taxed heavily, they will have less cash flows to 
spend on luxuries such as personal drivers, and house workers; as such less demand 
will exist for workers that are employed in providing those luxuries. If the rich are taxed 
more, less money overall will be spent to stimulate the economy and workforce. 
Therefore a higher tax rate will actually take away jobs and there will be less opportunity 
for the poor. 

6. Being poor creates incentives to succeed. Everyone dreams of being rich some day 
and usually the possibility of financial success is the number one motivator to achieve 
something great with their life, and to change their current situation. Through 
entitlements, the poor are made comfortable by the taxed income of the rich, and as 
such are less likely to feel a drive to succeed in life. 

7. The rich have their own priorities and expenses. Simply being rich does not mean 
there are no financial struggles. The stress of an expensive mortgage, car loans, and 
tuition, mean that extra tax can have a dramatic effect on the personal well being and 
well being of rich families. While the extra tax may benefit others, it may also directly 
affect the personal livelihood and the success of the family being taxed. 

 
 


